SQUIRE 2014
SQUIRE is now on its third year back to print. Having pored over
everyone’s writing and artwork, I can definitely attest to the talent
possessed by Moeller’s elite. However, I never thought that I
would find myself wishing there weren’t so many good and
publishable submissions. I apologize if your piece didn’t make it,
but know that I share your pain as one of the rejected students.

Finally, I would like to thank Aiden Jabs ’14 for keeping SQUIRE
alive. Mr. Rose already knows that I appreciate his late-night
efforts in all things English.

There is some crazy, entertaining, messed-up stuff in this book –
turn the page already and stop reading my nonsense.

Joe Pappalardo ‘14
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Ordinary Heroes
By Jack Allbright ‘16
Today in our world they inspire
In a time of need they are who we admire
Peacemakers in our world are much needed
Listen to them as their words should be heeded
Important now as important then
Their message necessary has forever been
Unsung heroes in our everyday lives
Can be brothers, sisters, husbands, or wives
Simple kindness and love they share,
Can help promote peace everywhere.
The example they lead is one we should follow
For promoting peace is not a task too big to swallow
A random act of kindness can make someone’s day
So how will you continue to act in this way?
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“The Steaks Have Never Been Higher” by Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
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Sanctuary
By Aiden Dalton ‘16

02/06/06

The Sanctuary Gazette

Another Day in Sanctuary
By: Terrence Englebright
The babbling brook in the park, the harmonious silence of
the library district, right next to the pounding and clanging of the
factories, the hum of the food replicators feeding the millions.
These are the sounds of Sanctuary. The cold gray buildings of the
old military district where soldiers used to be grown, the black
marble pillars of the justice house, the extravagant diamond towers
of the government district, and the colorful modest homes of the
residential district. These are the sights of Sanctuary. Our beloved
city is truly a magnificent sight. Our five hundred years of peace
have brought out the best in humanity, after the building of the
great dome and our isolationism from the wasteland outside,
humanity has never been happier and more successful. We have
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even controlled the environment. With our innovations in food
replication we no longer have use for rain under the dome! Now
our constant 68 degrees and sunshine have led to a 25% increase in
total productivity! “Well” you may be asking, “I already know all
this about our great city! What’s the point of this?” The point being
fair citizens that today happens to be the 750th anniversary of our
fair city!

750 years of progression into the realm of excellence that
we have reached today! In fact, tonight there will be a light and
sound show spectacular! I’m told that there will be over 6,000
colors involved tonight, so people get ready for a great time! And
as always! Remember the blessings of sanctuary.

03/06/06

The Sanctuary Gazette

An Unfortunate Event
By: Terrence Englebright
As everyone knows there were strange and unusual events
last night during the festivities of our 750th anniversary. The
factory’s started pumping out more black dust than ever, I’d wager
to say almost three times the normal amount. The atmospheric
controls were unable to handle and we as a people had to return to
our homes so we did not breathe in the smog. However our
gracious city still gave the lights and sounds show! It was one full
of power and terror. It told the story of our Sanctuary, both the
pride and the prejudice. It was filled with blazing red trails across
the sky, screams of our triumph and screams of our pain echoed
through the city. The high whistle of our cities divinity could be
heard above all. If you nudged the law a bit such as I did and stuck
your head out of the window you could see the flat light producer
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roll on their tractor-like treads from the industrial district. Firing
their glorious light blasts into the sky and through the domes
quantum gravitational system. This way none of these landed onto
a piece of our glorious utopia and caused a fuss. It was truly one of
the best shows this reporter has seen yet! And the piece de
resistance was definitely how light flyers were thrown into the
dome, FROM THE OUTSIDE. Last night was definitely a night
full of both good and bad surprises! This reporter signs off asking
his readers to think of what their lives would be without sanctuary,
without the lifelong job security, the freedom to marry and do
whatever and whenever we want. Remember the blessings of
sanctuary.

04/06/06

The Sanctuary Gazette

The Devil’s Truth
By: Terrence Englebright
Ladies and Gentleman, my readers, my fellow citizens, this
column will be different from the rest. This column will be telling
you the truth. As I said last time the other night was a strange one.
The lights show was an overwhelming failure, seeing as to how no
one was able to actually see it, unless you wanted to breathe in the
fog of war. Yes, war. Inside our dome we are protected from
everything, the weather, the outside, the truth. These things have
been deemed irrelevant by those in the diamond towers and so are
thrown under the rug. Yesterday after having written my column
for the day I went out investigating the border of the dome and the
area where it was hit. There was a crack in the dome where a bright
brilliant light was shining through, brighter than our lights on the
dome, stronger too, as it shone on me I felt reenergized, yet as I
walked back into the domes lighting it faded away. I continued
walking and found a whole block of the library district with a giant
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black tent with armed guards. I was able to slip past them to find
large pieces of carbon fiber nanotube shattered on the ground, the
material the dome is made out of. The buildings that had originally
made up this block were in rubble. I walked around some more and
found a large object implanted into the ground with a pointy tip and
fins on the end. As I got closer and closer to it I felt a strange un
easy feeling. Then all of a sudden I felt my body crash into the
ground. I looked up to see one of the nameless soldiers. I gazed up
in horror. As everyone knows, these men aren’t supposed to exist
anymore, for there is no need for them. He stood up and dragged
me out of the black tent and threw me into the streets. I got up and
brushed myself off, I ran to one of the kiosks in the library district
to find whatever that object was. It was a missile, one that had
failed to go off at impact and had stayed intact for the most part,
however had the ability to still go off if overly fondled with. Which
I was about to do. However these “missiles” are large explosive
devices used for war, however we are told that there is no war. I
climbed to the top of my apartment building and looked to our
artificial sky for answers, and that is when our realized, the whole
light show was a hoax. It’s all to form a false sense of security for
us, really all the lights and roars of the night are the sounds and
sights of war. The light shows we’ve been accustomed to are really
just large battles, where we’ve been fighting some unseen enemy.
One who for the first time that I could tell from my research was
able to strike back. Thus the chunk of rubble that used to be a block
of the library district. The reason that this doesn’t happen more
often is because of the nameless unknown soldiers that have been
sent to their deaths, such as the one who saved me. These creatures
must have been manufactured inside of the old military district,
hidden from humanity to keep the lie going. Though much of this is
my putting the puzzles together when I first brought this to my
editor he sent me out and threatened to fire me for telling lies and
that I would get the whole company tanked. However the truth
needs to be told. This reporter will stand up! Though they may fire
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me they can never silence me! They have caused the complete
rejection of this false utopia! Betrayed with a kiss they will be! A
kiss filled with love for my fellow peoples and what we thought
Sanctuary stood for. I type this into the undeletable server of
Sanctuary. Even as I hear the screams of my neighbors as they are
attacked by the soldiers, making sure there are no loose ends to see
my death. It saddens me it has come to this. Maybe they’ll do me a
favor. Perhaps death will be my salvation from Sanctuary.

05/06/06

The Sanctuary Gazette

A Snake in the Tree
By: Greg Miller
My fellow citizens of sanctuary, it is with a heavy heart that
our wonderful residents of the diamond towers had to commit our
dear friend Terrence Englebright to the psychiatric correctional
district. His work had become much too strenuous, causing him to
become paranoid and chemically imbalanced. However! Due to the
inconvenience the diamond tower sent me to be his replacement for
the time being! I plan on producing the most truthful and consistent
news to you as possible! Though I’ve already said it, Mr.
Englebright had become mentally insane and his most recent
publication belongs in the genre of science fiction, not in the great
news print of The Sanctuary Gazette. When this reporter asked his
new boss if Englebright had brought this to him he quickly came
with a resounding yes and that he had had nothing to do with the
publication. It allegedly came from Mr. Englebright’s home in the
later hours of last night. Unfortunately, after doing so Terrence
murdered everyone in his apartment building with a weapon he had
found in the military districts earlier that day on his “witch hunt”.
There will be a lights and sounds show in his remembrance tonight.
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Though this news will bring us all pain… Remember the blessings
of sanctuary.

06/06/06
The Fall of Sanctuary (letter found
taped to a library district kiosk)
By: anonymous
For anyone who ever finds these records, know that
ignorance is bliss, until an enemy army of mutants and marauders
crashes into your living room and forces you to watch your family
be murdered, then shot yourself and left for dead. I am one of the
few survivors, though I don’t know how long I’ll survive, now that
the dome has fallen and the factories are spilling nuclear waste into
all of sanctuary. It’s safe to assume that Terrence Englebright had
been murdered by us in the diamond towers. Now that Sanctuary
has fallen, no place is safe. Our Utopia has fallen to those that we
had secretly pillaged and plundered against. Though my beautiful
city has fallen into ruin, and all that’s left is a city and its people
being raped by a sea of deprived and depraved mutants and
scoundrels and militant turncoats, I regret nothing. My people were
happy until the end. The end just came much too soon. Terrence
was correct in much of his assumptions, which at the time had
made him an even bigger threat than those at our doorstep. He was
however, not completely correct. The five hundred years of peace
have been five hundred years of performing experiments and
creating these mutants from military district experiments gone
wrong. Though the city has fallen, perhaps one day it can rebuild.
For those who read this in the future, with your new knowledge…
Remember the blessings CURSE of Sanctuary.
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”Homecoming” by Harrison Daniel ‘17
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Soldier’s Proverb
By Isaac Andrews ‘16
Oh little soldier marching so slow
Off to war is painful, more than you know
Please don’t forget me I beg of you
Nothing but the feeling of distance and rue
Please take care for this is no game
As you get ready to march, to take aim
You know I’ll miss you so very much
I do pray that we keep in touch
Oh little soldier marching slow
Be careful what you see, careful of what you show
I know it’s hard to be scared and alone
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For me, caring for you is all I have ever known
Please take care through the numerable night
And I promise everything will be just and all right
If you ever need me, I will be right here
With your civil presence, I’ll feel when you’re near
Oh little soldier marching so slow
Please remember to reap just what you sow
Promised that color of freedom will be made
Meant for everyone, that means every single shade
Remember your youth turns the clock
Every single moment, every single shock
These are the days that try my soul
A proverb to remember thy own goal
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“Animal Farm” by McAnthony Martin ‘14
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A Nazi’s Galore
By Chase Harrison ‘15
EVERYONE BEGAN to conjugate as they always did on April 20th

in Goebbels’ Gathering Place to give praise to the God of all. This
year was special because it was the 250th Anniversary of the
Lord, and there was announced to be a special surprise this year.
As Olof Hitler, Great-Great-Great-Great-Great-Great-Great-Great
Grandson of Adolf Hitler was approaching the podium to give his
yearly address to the country in memory of his great ancestor.
He said, “It is my honor, on this great day, to give you, the
people, the news of our Lord, Adolf. As you know when death
came upon, he decided that he would like to be frozen in case of
any advancement in Modern Science and Technology that could
keep himself alive. I am glad to say that this time is upon us and
we can resurrect our Leader.” Many people gasped in
astonishment, I thought that this day would come but not today.
Let me take you back now to the history of the world back
in the 19th Century, in World War II the Germans never stopped,
they crossed the English Channel and made their way into
England. In the West, the Germans had conquered all of Europe
and did not look back. Joseph Stalin betrayed the Allies and made
a treaty with Hitler to join the Axis forces. With no help in the
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West, The British and Americans had no chance of winning and
when England went down the Germans and Japanese closed in on
America and took no prisoners. The world was taken over by the
Axis but conflict soon arose on who would be the true powerhouse
country, the assassination of Stalin and Tojo seemed to show who
was in charge.
The Germans started their version of eugenics during
World War II, they wanted everyone to be beautiful and that
meant that everyone has blonde hair and blue eyes. Well, now that
it is year 2139, this is all possible now and everyone does have
blonde hair and blue eyes including myself.
The way the Germans were able to control other countries
was through daily hypnosis training which occurred in large
stadiums all over which was 30 consecutive minutes of “Heil
Hitler” and rules which everyone was to abide by. Everyone is
brainwashed and kept happy and tolerant through continuous
watching by Olof Hitler, himself.
Who am I? That’s a different story, but I am the one who
is supposed to stop all of this. I am a part of a secret organization
planning to take down this empire. One of my ancestors, Ray
Johnson, was a part of a 8-man American Seal Team after World
War II, they did secret mission to find out information about the
Hitler and the other leaders. Once they figured out they were
figured out, the eight men and their families moved to eight
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different cities across the world; Berlin, London, Tokyo, France,
New York, Rome, Moscow, and Los Angeles. Generations and
Generation have passed but there has been a son born from each
family and are still alive. We have secret meetings twice a year
unless anything big happens, today’s announcement, you bet is a
“big” thing. This is the biggest announcement throughout the
generations and there is holographic meeting tonight.
“Wow”, said Guido Conceptio from Rome, “I didn’t see
that coming”. “We have to act soon, we don’t have much time.”,
said Hideki Matsui “If Hitler is brought back to life we will have
no chance of taking down this empire.”, he added. “It is time we
are all brought together” I said, “We cannot meet in Berlin
because they have extra guards around since the announcement. I
suggest we meet in Warsaw.” “Sounds good to me, I’ve been
waiting for this day ever since my dad told me who I am.”, spoke
eagerly by Chad Newman from New York.
Life has experienced many changes over the years, the
main cities have expanded larger over the years. Germany has
expanded to take up half of Eastern Europe, and many cities have
become the size of the older countries. Germany and Europe is
very luxurious and made up of all very rich, wealthy and powerful
people. South and Central America has been made into a huge
slave state which produces all the world’s main resources and
technology come from. The continent is made up of five
outrageous factories that produce: Cloth, Electronics, lumber,
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plants, and medicine. North America is now all farm lands and
produces all the world’s agriculture. Ruchina, combination of
Russia and China, which is all of Asia, produces all the energy
and batteries for the world. A dome has been built around the
country to prevent massive amounts of radiation to spread to
Germany and the rest of Europe. Africa now produced all the
latest military weapons around the world which are tested on those
who don’t believe in the Empire and want to show their pride.
The buildings have gotten bigger, everything is run on nuclear
energy which had made the world’s economy ever since been at
such a high rate. The energy had been contained and very stable
over the past decades with only one mishap over the years. In
2075, Australia tried to become the first continent to be fully run
on nuclear power, at the presentation, however, something went
wrong with system. The explosion erupted like a volcano and after
a couple days the whole continent felt the radiation of the
catastrophe. Australia is no more and no one has gone there since
because of the large quantities of radiation still left on the
continent. The main way of transportation is the hover car as it
flies itself to whatever destination the controller wants.
It is announced that next year on April 30th, will be the
presentation of the unfreezing of Hitler. I must leave for Warsaw,
our team has nine months to prepare for the reincarnation, which
we hope will not take place.
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Everyone has arrived by June, together we have
connections all over the world. We are all highly trained and well
supported from our native countries. We have been able to avoid
deportation to Africa for our disloyalty because of our status and
are ability to not be memorized and still be able to be able to
strive through the holographic programs.
“Well, what do you guys suggest we do?”, asked Charles
Bradford from London. “What about the dome that hovers over
me each day?” Ivan Petrov from Ruchina suggested. “If we can
break it and get some people to safety, and force a nuclear
catastrophe that could wipe out everyone in Germany.” “How
many innocent people are we willing to kill in order to go through
this.” I said “Well, how many innocent lives are worth stopping,
the evilest dictator in the world’s history?” Johnson replied
We had to get to Moscow in the next two weeks to do
some scouting, but we can’t all leave at once or be on the same
plane or helicopter. They maybe respected in their native countries
but the Reich still has an eye on everybody. Johnson and I took a
helicopter the first day, two days later, Matsui and Petrov went via
train. Next came Bradford and Concepito went by jet three days
after the train left and then finally Harry Harrison and Jacques
Jean-Claude went by hover car with no trouble.
After we arrived, the scouting period came, we went had
half of us on the ground examine the perimeter while the other
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half went up into the helicopters to check for any pre-existing
damage. “Well, look what we got here, a small little crack in
sector 6. Boo yeah, we hit the jackpot.” Johnson said. Harrison
added, “That’s where we going, tomorrow night, mark your
calendars.”
We found a small crack in the dome and hope to exploit it
and crack it so much to break the whole damn thing. At 18:00
hours tomorrow night, we going to have Matsui go up and set a
couple C4 charges on the crack while the others go set some
satchel charges on the edges of the dome. We have to evacuate the
energy workers inside the dome, it won’t be easy because we have
to eliminate the guards from the government.
16:00, we are in position, we slowly take out guards oneby-one, keep moving, get the C4s in place. Turn the corner, shots
fired, tango down, ohh no Harrison got hit, don’t stop, more shots
fired, Stop.
“Harrison, you ok”, I said. He was hit right in the upper
left artery of his heart, he said, “Keep moving, leave me behind, I
have no chance of making it.”
We couldn’t stop, we kept moving, set the charges on the
perimeter of the dome as Matsui placed the C4 charge right on the
base of the crack.
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“Charges set, meltdown in 3...2…1.” I led our team.
BAMMMMMMMMM!!!!!!
The dome slowly cracking and crumbling down to the
ground as it shatters into billions of pieces. As the glass comes
raining down we shift swiftly into the helicopter to take us away.
We say a prayer for our fallen brother as he lays there in his own
pool of blood. We give him our ancient symbol for freedom and
move on to the next stage of our plan.
“Attention, Attention, for all of you across the world not
able to attend our great ceremony. We have gotten to start the
unfreezing of our Lord early and what wouldn’t we bring back our
great leader as soon as possible. So on the count of 3, we will
have our Messiah returned to us. 3…....Quick, throw the grenades
everyone……….2………..We don’t have any time, chuck
em’……1……..Our Lord everyone……Meltdown triggered,
please evacuate, please evacuate.
KAAAABLLLAAAAMMMMM”
We got out of the blast radius so the radiation will not be
able to get us and based on our calculations it shall hit the State of
Germany in under four hours. Mission success boys, let’s head
home to our Sweet America. Back to the Land of the Free and The
Home of the Brave.
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“Driver’s Seat” by McAnthony Martin ‘14
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Hero
By Liam Brooks ‘16
Everyone has someone they look up to
People have many or people have few
They could be life savers
Or even car racers
They could even play for the Pacers
Whether your hero is big or small
Maybe they are family or work in city hall
They can change our lives most of all.
Do you want to be remembered as someone’s hero?
So be the Julius Caesar not Caesar Nero.
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“Trouble in Paradise” by Evan Verrilli ‘14
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John Murdock
By Andrew Kuprionis ‘17

EVERY KID has heard the stories about “the house at the end of

the street,” or “the old house in the woods,” but have you ever
seen one? Have you ever been in one? Not many have, not many
of those houses exist. Sometimes they do. But haunted houses
don’t always have to be old and broken down. Those broken
down, deserted houses were once in good condition too. 6 year old
Jamie and his parents lived in one of these houses.
There is a long history to the house, located in the south; it
was used as a rudimentary field hospital in the civil war. Many
men, and sometimes women, had died in that house. Jamie’s
family knew this, but they didn’t believe in ghosts. That disbelief
doesn’t last long. It isn’t the history in the civil war that makes the
house scary. In the 1960s a man lived in that house. No one knew
what he was up to. The neighborhood recluse.
John Murdock. He was one of the first to go to Vietnam.
Said he saw some crazy things, said it was messed up over there.
That was before he got messed up, before he went crazy. It was a
month after he got back. He was in a car crash; the doctors said it
-SQUIRE-
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triggered a memory from the past. The doctors never saw him
again, he wouldn’t come. They could never find him at his house.
That’s because they didn’t know about the basement; about the
bodies.
__________
The whirring of the helicopter was deafening. Crouching
low I run to some cover by a tree line. I hear rustling leaves
behind me, but I don’t feel any wind. I turn, I see nothing. I stare
into the dark wooded tree line; the whirring of the helicopter still
deafens me. I hear the faint calling of my name and I’m pulled
back to reality. The squad commander is yelling at me, I can’t
quite make out his words. I see panic arise in his face, and he lifts
his gun. He shouts something. The last thing I see before it all
goes dark is the panicked faces of my squad mates.
I wake up to the face of a Vietnamese man peering over
me. I tried to move but couldn’t. I was inside of a small hut.
Great, I thought, first day here and I’m already a POW. Good job
John.
They did things to me. I saw people die. Most of me died
in the camp over those few years. When the Americans came I
was afraid. I knew nothing other than life in the camp; I knew I
wouldn’t adjust to normal life. On the way out our helicopter was
hit by a missile, I was the only survivor. The tail blade flew off
and cut the guy next to me in half. Blood splattered my face. I sat
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in the wreckage and waited for another extraction. I waited for
help that wasn’t coming. I spent another 15 months, at least I think
that long, in a different camp, near a bunch of rice patties. They
made us farm the rice, the conditions were awful. Many of the
original 30 men in the camp died by the time help came.
One day I woke up to loud gunfire, this wasn’t entirely
unusual. The unusual thing was all of the solders running;
panicking. I hid in the shadows of my cell and waited. When the
shots stopped I went to the front of my cell. I knew better than to
yell out in case the soldiers were still there. I saw a shadow in the
door way, it moves closer. I can tell by the stature that it isn’t a
Vietnamese soldier. The shadow starts at the end of the row of
cages and makes his way towards me. He stops at every cage,
cutting the wire that keeps the door shut. No one gets out yet, this
figure could be anyone. A bright light shines in my eyes; I cover
my face and recoil to the back of my cage. The man lowers the
flash light and in a New York accent says something like “I’m
Private Johnny Grace. It’s okay, we are here to help.” He gestures
out of the door and adds, “Come out when you are ready.”
The sun was bright, we were seldom let out of our cages,
so our eyes were adjusted to the dark. The helicopter made it out
safely. We landed in a base farther from the action. I took a series
of connecting flights back to my home town; New Salem,
Massachusetts. It is a very small town, with a population of about
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950 people. It’s a comfortable town, not much happens. Until I got
back.
__________
The homecoming of John Murdock was a pretty big event
in the small town of New Salem, Massachusetts. He came back
with a few other people from the town that served. They were
welcomed back like heroes. But no one knew that John never
actually fought; they didn’t know that he was in camps the whole
time. They didn’t know about all of the things he saw, all of the
things that happened to him. When John got back he had a
checkup with his doctor. The doctor said he had severe brain
damage from the beatings; he would never be the same.
He lived in a medium sized house at the end of a long
drive in the woods. For the first month everything was normal, all
until the accident. It was raining and the roads were slippery. It
happened at a small intersection, where it was hard to see
oncoming cars. His car was hit on the side, the other driver didn’t
survive. The doctors said the steering column cut him in half.
After the accident John was never the same. It triggered memories
from Vietnam, the helicopter. The death. The guy next to him,
lying there with his torso completely separated from his legs; still
alive, still screaming. It triggered memories from the camps. The
things the Vietnamese did to him and his friends.
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After the accident John rarely left his house. From the
accident John had acquired a big scar going from under his eye to
his chin. No one knew what he was up to. They could see some
lights on late at night, and some even say they saw him walking
around the woods. After 50 years people claim to see the same
things, except exaggerated by time. A man walking through the
woods, body almost severed in half. Some claim to see light on
late at night, even though the electric company stopped sending
electricity to that house after John left. They only resumed when
Jamie and his family moved in. When Jamie’s family moved in it
was normal, as they expected. A few weeks after they moved in
and got comfortable in the house, Jamie started having nightmares.
His parents didn’t think anything of it, kids have dreams. Weeks
pass and Jamie is still having nightmares. His 6 year old mind
can’t quite comprehend what the dreams are. He sees a shadowy
figure standing in a door way. He is in a cage, and it is dark. The
nightmares are all connected. War. That’s what he told his parents;
war. He saw dead bodies covered in mud, malnourished men,
sitting in cages, rice patties. The worst was when the helicopter
came. Jamie said to his parents that a helicopter was coming to
save him. The next night he had a dream about a helicopter, the
bad men, he called them, all left the camp and the helicopter
landed and took him and the other men out of the camp. Suddenly
the red light in the helicopter flashes, they are going down. The
helicopter crashes, and Jamie is the only survivor. He sees a guy
next to him, his body is severed completely in half; there is blood
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everywhere. Jamie woke up screaming. His parents rush in, they
turn on the lights. The bright flash reminds him of the explosion;
he cries harder.
His parents take him to the doctors the next day. He says
Jamie is fine now, but his pre-frontal cortex, where dreams occur,
is somewhat larger than a normal kid’s. They aren’t sure if this is
the problem, but it is probable. The doctor said Jamie will more
often have dreams, and is more likely to remember them. The
doctor also says that his dreams will be heavily influenced by
what is happening around him, more so than a normal person. This
news puzzles and concerns Jamie’s parents. Heavily influenced by
what is happening around him? There isn’t any war going on,
what is influencing him? They think. For weeks the dreams
continue.
Jamie’s parents didn’t like calling them nightmares. Jamie
didn’t see the point in this. His nearly 7 years old, straightforward
thinking brain processed his “dreams” for what they were;
nightmares. It was right around Jamie’s seventh birthday that it all
went downhill, as if the nightmares weren’t enough.
Jamie began to have things worse than nightmares; he
began to have hallucinations. At random times he would scream
about dead bodies; dead bodies no one else could see. He would
cry from “the Chinese man with the bat,” that made his way into
several hallucinations. He was taken out of school because of his
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risk for a hallucination to start. The other kid’s parents wanted
him out; they said he scared their children. He never actually had
a hallucination outside of the house, but he had the paranoia to
make up for it. Always afraid, always scared of “the man with the
bat.” Sleep deprivation plagued Jamie. The second his eyelids
shut, his mind flies open. Explosions, bodies, gunfire, blood.
__________

“Police! Open up!”
There was loud banging at the door. After a few reports of
suspicious activity at the Murdock residence, the police had come
to investigate.
After a minute of waiting, no one opened the door. The
police left and came back the next day. Still nothing. The next day
they came back again. When no one answered the door they had
to break in. They knew he wasn’t just out on vacation because no
one had saw him leave, and his car, still not fully repaired from
the wreck, was parked in the driveway.
The door flew open, revealing a surprisingly clean interior.
Rushing in, the police check the first floor, clear. A team moves
up to the top floor, and another to the basement. The top floor is
reported clear, but the basement is not. One officer runs back up
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the stairs. “You better see this.” He says to the chief, his eyes
wide.
_________
Jamie had an appointment with a doctor once every week.
It was a therapy session, the nightmares had not ceased, only
gotten worse. One day Jamie woke up with a scar. At first it was
just nicks and small cuts. His parents had no idea what was
happening. They feared he might be hurting himself. The therapy
sessions were increased to two times a week.
Jamie’s parents wake up to the sound of screams. This isn’t
a new experience for them; Jamie often wakes up screaming from
his nightmares, but this time it was different. It was bloodcurdling.
It resonated through the house, chilling the bones of everyone who
hears it. His parents rush in. Jamie is laying on his bed, covering
his face in agony. His mom runs to Jamie.
“Jamie what happened?” She half screams. Jamie doesn’t
say a word, but sits up, still crying, hands still over his face. Blood
drips from under his hands. Jamie’s mom screams, his dad calls
the police.
Jamie was in the hospital for the next few days. His parents
didn’t find any blades around Jamie’s bed. They had altogether no
idea what was happening.
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The locals caught wind of what had happened to Jamie; the
cut on the face. In the small town of New Salem, everyone knew
everyone, and everyone knew everything about everyone. The
only case where that wasn’t true was with John Murdock. But they
sure remembered one thing. The scar on his face. A big one going
from under his eyes to his chin. Some say he got it from the war,
others say from the car crash, but some even say it was from after
the car crash. They said he got it from getting in a fight. John
would be the kind of person to get in a fight, but he never left his
house, so he would never have the opportunity to get in one.
Unless…
__________
“Oh god.” The chief says as he first enters the basement.
The strong smell assaults his nose. He tries to combat the smell of
the ammonia, which is doing a bad job at covering the smell of
death, with is sleeve. His sleeve doesn’t do much to protect his
nose from the onslaught of smells. Set up in the basement is a
wooden table with a naked light bulb hanging from the ceiling
above it. Next to it is a shelf with old and rusty medical
instruments on it, and some sorry excuses for knives. One thing
catches the chief’s eye, a rough triangle made of glass. The edges
are stained red with half washed of blood. It seems as if it came
from a car crash.
He isn’t one for sanitation.
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The chief thinks to himself. The wooden table it stained
crimson with blood. The chief doesn’t flinch, blood doesn’t bother
him, but what this man was doing does. The sound of coughing
and then the splatter of liquid against the floor come from behind
the chief. He turns; an officer is standing in front of an open door,
a pile of vomit at his feet. The chief starts to yell at him- then the
smell meets his nose. The smell of death, of decay.
Inside the door, a closet of sorts, there are bodies. They are
all different people, but they have one thing in common, the
rough, unclean scar going from below their eye to their chin.
_________
After being in the hospital for a week, Jamie came home.
His therapy sessions were increased to three times a week. With
the scar on his face, no one wanted to see him. He sometimes saw
his parents wince when they looked at him. It broke his heart. A
little innocent 7 year old, he never did anything, yet he was being
hurt. No one knew why, and no one knew by whom. Jamie
wouldn’t sleep, he refused to. For a few days after Jamie got home
everything was fine. No nightmares, no hallucinations, nothing. He
slept with his mom and dad out of fear, and everything seemed to
be okay. That was, until he went back to sleeping alone.
The sound of screams woke him. Not Jamie’s dad, but
Jamie. A mixture of curiosity and fear only possible in a child’s
mind came over Jamie. He sat up on bed.
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“Mom?” Jamie calls out. A reply of screams comes from
his parent’s room.
“Mom? Dad?” Jamie calls out more desperately.
Silence.
The silence is deafening as Jamie climbs out of bed into
the hallway. With slow and scared footsteps Jamie makes his way
to his parent’s room. He peers in from deep in the hallway.
Blood.
The first thing he sees is the blood. Dripping from the bed,
pooling on the floor. Jamie walks in; whimpering.
“Mom? Dad?” He starts crying. Tears pour down his
cheeks as he walks closer to his parent’s bed. Their death bed. He
looks at them, terror on his face. On both his mom and his dad’s
face, he sees a scar. The shocking familiarity of it is too much.
From below the eye, down to the chin. Jamie runs from the room.
Screaming. He picks up the phone, he is a smart enough kid to call
the police. The police pick up. The officer at the other end of the
line says something, Jamie doesn’t hear it. He screams into the
receiver. He screams and cries like a boy who has just lost his
parents. He sinks down to the floor, and drops the receiver. He sits
with his arms around his knees, sobbing. Suddenly he hears
creaking. The sound the floor makes when people step on it,
especially in an old house. His head bolts in the direction of the
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sound; his parent’s room. For a moment a ray of hope shines
through the darkness. Maybe his parents are still alive!
He stands up. He sees a shadow. It is tall, it must be his
father. Jamie walks in the direction of the shadow, towards what
he thinks is his father. He stops. The shadow’s arm moves. There
is something in its hand. It is a rough triangle.
“Dad?” Jamie ventures; panic evident in his voice. The
shadow, rather the figure casting the shadow, doesn’t respond.
Jamie backs up. The figure comes around the corner. Jamie
screams. It isn’t his dad. The man, the man with raggedy and
ripped clothing raises his arm. A rough cut triangle of glass in his
hand.
__________
John Murdock never got over the scar on his face. No one
would look at him; no one would talk to him. He couldn’t stand it.
He started kidnapping people. He would make the same scar on
their face, to see how they liked it. He had no one, so he took
people. He thought that maybe they would look at him-maybe they
would understand- if he gave them the same scar. But it never
worked. It just made it worse. They would scream and cry. They
would yell things like, “Why are you doing this to me?”
He just wanted someone, just one person, but all they did
was scream. They killed his heart, so he killed them.
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A War’s World
By Aiden Dalton ‘15
The blast of a shell
leaving a ringing in my ears
The blood of my friend..
Running into my eyes
His intestines loosening already
standing in the sh** of a politician’s war
Screams pervade the air
As we scramble up the trench
Battle cries followed by cries of pain
Pieces of companions being blown
20 feet in the air.
I feel a sharp pain in my chestfollowed by dozens of others.
I fall onto my back, staring in shock at the sky…
Game over reads the screen,
as I throw my controller, get off the couch,
and head off to enlist.
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Shibe
By Jake Martin ‘17

“VERY SPOOK, Much panic.”
Shibe said as he ran down the dark hallway, his bare feet slapping
against the cold marble floor.
“Such lost. Wow”
He hurriedly whispered under his breath, which fogged the glass
of the window he was now faced with at the end of the dark
mansion’s eerie hallway.
“So scare, such running.”
The old frosted glass shattered as Shibe punched his fist through
it.
“Very pain. So blood.”
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He said, ripping his white shirt to wrap around his crimson hand.
He checked behind him seeing if the murderer was behind him,
ready to slice him up for vengeance.
“Much hurry, no time 4 lolz”
Shibe said between screams of pain as he pushed his way through
the jagged glass of the broken window. Just as he managed to
fling himself, scared, bloody, and broken, he saw as the murderer
who he had helped sentence to death. Shibe started to run on the
old shingles of the house, slicing the bare skin of his uncovered
feet, leaving a trail of red blood to contrast the back house. But
there was only so far he could go on the balcony, and the phantom
was getting closer, he had to face it, he needed to jump. “Very no,
such heights” he said to himself in panic, standing at the gutter of
the old house, watching his pursuer crawl through the open
window, only ten feet away from Shibe.
“Must do, very hesitation, Wow”
he said as he was about to jump.
“Not good 4 Shibes”
was the last thing he said before jumping from the roof and
landing in the dead brown grass of the dead houses lawn. This was
all on him, and he knew it,
“Much blame on Shibe”
he thought, he knew his legs were shattered from the fall as he
tried to crawl away from his attacker.
“Very wow”
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he said as he crawled away, thinking about how he should’ve
never snitched on his gang in the congo to the local police, then he
wouldn’t be here, being chased by his former leader who had been
sentenced to death by jellyfish 14 years ago on this very night.
The man jumped down with ease, the sound of crow’s wings in his
wake.
“Feel scared.”
Shibe said, buckling under his weight and falling to the ground.
And the last thing he heard was the sound of
“Much goodbye Shibe.”
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Before I Go
By Harrison Daniel ‘17

Before I go
One more thing
One last comment
Goodnight
Goodbye
One more smile
One more joke
Peace out
See you later
One last picture
One last secret
I love you
But
I have to go
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Breathe
McAnthony Martin ‘14

WHEN I woke up this morning it was raining and I couldn’t find

an umbrella as I was on my way out of the house, and instead of
running through all the rain like I usually do I stopped and slowly
paced myself to the bus and enjoyed the idea of just being in that
moment. On the way there everything seemed to slow down and I
couldn’t stop but to watch the rain hit the pavement by ones and
twos and it made me ponder about how the rain drops felt and
what exactly was the whole entire point of the existence of rain
and did it really even matter anyway.
When I got on the bus I did my daily routine and that was
wave to the girl across from me. I didn’t know her name and she
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didn’t know mine either but we were always friendly to each
other. She would even go as far to ask me how school was going
and I’d lie to her and tell her that everything was fine, when
obviously everything wasn’t.
I go to school every day and talk to some people I call my
friends but honestly they aren’t, and listen to discussions in class
but the information never seemed to sink in and they laughed at
me for it. I would also spent times where I would ask to use the
bathroom but actually sit in a stall and cry because it seemed like
the walls were closing in and the world was melting away right in
front of me and I couldn’t do anything about it and by that point
my arms were bleeding and there were cuts everywhere but that’s
neither here nor there because no one really ever noticed anyway.
Every day is usually like that but today was a bit different.
Today was like I got to the point where I felt like absolutely
nothing, and so I engulfed myself in the ecstasy of orgasmic
nothingness. So didn’t try hiding anything or pretending to be
happy and it felt right. It felt free.
My first class was art which I kind of have a love hate
relationship with it. My teacher hates me but pretends that he
doesn’t but somehow I see that he does by the look in his eyes and
it felt horrible. Kind of like when you take a lit cigarette and bury
it into your skin and after you take it off it leaves a mark and all
you do is stare at it because you’re contemplating whether or not
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if that’s what pain actually felt like. Or was it just that I that you
loved the feeling and you felt awkward because you didn’t know
wheatear or not it was ok to feel this way.
After art I got a phone call from a girl I fell in love with
but not in the way you’d think I would . You see we met after a
mutual friend gave her my number and after that we could never
put the phone down. I fell in love with the idea of her and not who
she actually was and then when I finally got to meet her in person
it was like the burns on my arms from the cigarettes but instead of
the burns being on my arms they were everywhere and then I got
bad again for a while and I didn’t know what to do with myself.
When I answered the phone I wasn’t her it was her parents
and they told me that this time she didn’t make it; that this time
she finally done it; that she finally got what she wanted and that
they read our texts to one another and they found her diary with a
note in it telling me how sorry she was to make me worry about
her so much, but she knows that I won’t have to anymore because
she’s gone now.
By this time I noticed it was lunch time and my best
“friend” was calling my name repeatedly and asking me what was
wrong because I hadn’t said anything while eating and I didn’t
even laugh at the video he just showed me which I don’t
remember anyway. And I really didn’t know what to say so I told
him I had to go to bathroom but I didn’t really I walked out took
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out a carton of cigarettes and smoked liked my life depended on it,
and then I coughed and cough and cough and cough like my life
depended on it and I didn’t know why I didn’t stop because I had
more classes but then I skipped the next one and it was physics
which wasn’t so bad because physics made me want to smoke
anyway which is what was I was doing and it makes me what to
cut myself which is what I wasn’t doing and what I didn’t want to
do because I promised my girlfriend that I wouldn’t anymore and I
don’t like to break promises because when I do I smoke and drink
and cut and burn and yell and scream and cry and I lose myself
and then I start to cycle again. Just like I am now which honestly
isn’t ok because I have too many run-on sentences and my teacher
says run-on sentences are bad but I’m speaking from my mind so
does that make it ok or does it make it still bad? Honestly I don’t
know and I don’t think you would either and even if you did I
don’t think you would be able to tell me anyway and I’m sorry
about that. I’m so fucking sorry but I didn’t know what to do
anymore and I felt like a cup overflowing and it was spilling and I
couldn’t get up the mess and you couldn’t either even though you
tried and I tried and the doctors tried and the Prozac tried and my
friends tried and my girlfriend tried. Fuck I did it again (please
don’t tell my English teacher) and right now I’m getting ahead of
myself because it isn’t even the end of the day yet and I haven’t
finished my story and I bet you’ve stopped reading and came back
to read it again because you couldn’t take reading it anymore.
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Anyway I skipped physics and then the principle called me
down because the list said I was missing so I ended up missing my
class after, which was acting and is also one of my favorite
classes, but that’s beside the point. The principle wanted to know
why I wasn’t in class and I told him I was smoking and he told me
that was a serious offence that the school doesn’t take lightly and
then in my head I started to cycle again like I always do and I
started crying. Crying right in front of him and I told him what
happened to that girl and how I felt and how bad it was and how
bad I felt she was gone and how bad it felt that I had feelings for
her because I already had a fucking girlfriend and I didn’t know
what to do with myself at all and how much of a mess that I was.
And he told me to calm down and he used my full name for some
reason, and then he got close and he hugged me. I don’t know
why he hugged me but I just let it happen and I didn’t say
anything about it.
He started to talk to me about his life. About how he’s
having a bad marriage and his wife is cheating on him but he
doesn’t say anything to her about it because he has kids and wants
to make it work for them. Then he started to cry too and he held
me tighter and I could feel his tears hitting the back of my neck
but I didn’t say anything about that either. So we stood there in
the middle of his office crying and embracing each other until the
bell rang.
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On my way out of school it was still raining and instead of
walking this time I ran because I didn’t want to be near the school
anymore or the people that were there so I ran as fast I could and I
was at my stop before I actually knew it. And that girl wasn’t
there like she usually was which was odd but that made me happy
because I couldn’t let her see me like this anyway.
So I sat on the bench and I watched the rain hit the
pavement by ones and twos and it made me ponder about how the
rain drops felt and what exactly was the whole entire point of the
existence of rain and did it really even matter anyway. I don’t
know maybe if I knew maybe I could like the rain. Just free
falling with no real destination but forever moving forward or
maybe not forward but backwards, since time itself is only linear
because we make to be so.
The bus was crowed on the drive back today which I
would assume was because it was raining, which made me start to
think about what if I was someone else on the bus. For example
what if I was that old guy in the front and then I started to think
about his life in general. Like where the rest of his family was or
if he was alone and that made me think even more. About how
amazing and how terrible it feels to be alone and then I started to
contemplate the idea of what if loneliness was an actual person
and what kind of person that loneliness would be. And then I
thought maybe if I had a chance I could be friends with it.
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It was still raining when I got home. For some reason the
sky won’t stop crying and it makes me sad because I’m not able to
comfort who ever or whatever is up there and I know what it feels
like because I’m always sad all the time and I don’t think anyone
should be but when I’m sad it feels right because when I’m happy
it just seems unnatural and that’s why I stopped taking my
medicine, and that’s why I’m always tired and then when I wake
up all I want to do is go back asleep because I don’t dream
anymore and I feel nothing and it feels right and free. (free like
the rain)
You already know this part but that’s ok. You guys came
home and then the boys made some jokes and I got angry because
they were talking about me and you didn’t do anything. You never
do anything but today I wanted you to because I had a bad day but
you didn’t know because you didn’t ask.
I hate everyone in this family and even more I hate myself
and all I wanted to do was sleep and now I guess I going to sleep
and sleep and sleep and sleep and the world around me will keep
moving and people will keep living without me. So I grabbed a
knife and slit both of my wrist and raided the medicine cabinet
and took pills by ones and twos and this time it didn’t hurt as
much because this was the first time I ever actually felt happy and
right now I’m crying and it feels good so fucking good but I can’t
stop to think about how my girlfriend might feel once you tell her
I’m gone but maybe you can show her this and tell her how her
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much I loved her and how much she meant to me because I don’t
think I’ll be able to do it. So please just tell her that my last
seconds in the world I spent thinking about her and how sorry I
was and how happy I was that I got to fade away with the world
around me because the other times it never happened and I don’t
know why I always stood there why it faded but this time I got to.
And can you also tell my English teacher that I’m sorry for using
run-on sentences and that he should fail me because I won’t be
coming to class anymore…
-

Nathan
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“Hands” by Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
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Grades Are Getting Low
By Harrison Daniel ‘17
Grades are getting low,
the teens are getting high.
That 12 year old is pregnant
and her parents wonder why.
A 1st grader is swearing,
a 3rd grader has been raped.
Just take a look around you,
isn't the system great?
Who isn't faded these days,
teens are sending nudes,
kids are getting beaten,
the teachers see the bruises.
No calls for help are spoken,
teens are smoking weed,
young girls are cutting,
this isn't what we need.
The marks of taunt and yelling,
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parents are divorced.
That 14 year old is drinking beer,
this can't get any worse.
A little girl has killed herself,
nobody seems to care.
Another kid has been expelled
for a stupid dare.
But it needs to change.
Our world is officially broken.
It's time to take a stand,
your thoughts need to be spoken.
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Omaha
By Mitchell Meece ‘15

EVERY DAY at sunset, the people of the village of Omaha

take time at the end of their days to look up towards the faint
orangish-yellow light above the surface and watch it fade away
into complete darkness. Once darkness has fallen, the people
hasten their ways back into their homes. Staying unsheltered after
dark in Tenth League is extremely dangerous, because after the
sundown, the sharks come out to hunt.
The village of Omaha is a small underwater town
that was designed and constructed by a group of college kids who
anticipated the fate that was to come to Omaha, Nebraska, and the
rest of the world. The students used old tires and a waterproof
concrete plaster to build huts, and attached a Fixator (a machine
that takes oxygen from air on the surface and sends it through
oxygen masks in the huts) to each of them. They also hoarded all
the food and supplies they could to help them survive what is
known as “the Great Flood.” This flood was the result of the
complete melting of ice in Antarctica and the Arctic Circle, which
caused the levels of the world’s oceans to rise.
Inch by inch the oceans grew, swallowing up entire cities
that lay in their path. By 2098, New York City was completely
submerged; only the tips of skyscrapers remained above the
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surface. On the other coast, Los Angeles was the first western city
to fall victim to the flood. In 2137, the Atlantic overtook Chicago,
and in the year 2198, 100 years after the beginning of the flood,
water started to trickle into the streets of Omaha, Nebraska.
The scene was terrifying. People from every
direction ran to the middle of the country; many did not make it
there in time. By the time the water reached Omaha, many people
had already died from the effects of overcrowding in the city. The
group of students, who built their underwater huts away from the
city, went to their village when it was completely submerged.
Before the town was underwater, the students went back brought
as many people as they could to come try to live with them in
their village. Before the students dove into the water towards their
village, they looked back as the the last “uncovered” city in the
United States grew closer, gallon by gallon, to being entirely
drowned.

Ivan looked down at the bag around his waist; one
reef fish and a small crab were his only catches of the day.
“Hardly enough for lunch,” he thought to himself. His mother,
father and younger sister were depending on him to bring back
something to eat. The past three days they had had nothing to eat
but crabs because Ivan could not seem to find any game fish
around the reef. Ivan was now making his fourth trip around the
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reef in search of food, and had seen nothing larger than an
angelfish all day. Ivan looked up to the surface, and judged by the
intensity of the light that he had about an hour before he needed to
be back at the village. He noticed the light seemed to be closer
that evening, making everything in the water crystal clear.
As he turned the corner around the thick patch of
staghorn coral, taking good care not to get his oxygen cord tangled
up in the spikes, Ivan noticed a slender blue shape lazily floating
towards him, out of the deep ocean towards the north.
“Barracuda,” Ivan mumbled under his breath, sending a spurt of
bubbles up to the surface. Ivan slowly grabbed his harpoon from
his back, and took aim at the large fish. As it approached, Ivan
realized how risky of a shot this was; if he missed the shot by an
inch, his arrow would be lost in the middle of the ocean, and he
only had one more arrow left. Also, if he didn’t hit the fish in the
just the right spot, the fish would be able to swim away before it
died, and Ivan didn’t have enough daylight to track down his fish.
The shot had to be perfect.
The fish was now in clear sight, about 50 yards
away and 10 feet above where Ivan sat on the reef. Ivan aligned
the arrow into the harpoon and aimed at the gills of the barracuda,
which had now turned sideways, making it an easy target for Ivan.
Excited, Ivan took one last suck of oxygen from his mask, and
pulled the trigger, sending the arrow slicing through the water. At
the same time, the barracuda had decided to change its course just
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slightly downward, and instead of getting hit in the gills, the fish
was struck by the arrow at the tip of the dorsal fin, and with a few
strong thrusts of the tail, was able to dislodge the arrow and swim
out of sight. In disbelief, Ivan dropped his bag containing his crab
and angelfish. In a matter of seconds, an eel pounced out of the
reef and snagged Ivan’s crab, and recoiled back into its hole
before Ivan even knew what happened. Picking up his angelfish,
Ivan made his way back to his village with a tear in his eye.
The door of the Decompression chamber slammed
loudly behind him, sealing him out of the cruel, underwater world
that he hated so much. As he waited in the chamber for the last
drops of water to be sucked out, Ivan could hear the commotion of
pots and pans coming from inside the hut; his family was
preparing for a meal that he didn’t have. His heart sunk deep in
his chest as he pushed open the door.
“Honey your home!” his mother, Irene, greeted
him, with a hug and a kiss.
Ivan took his oxygen mask off to return her
greeting. As he did so, he looked down ashamedly at his hunting
bag, and tried to hide it behind his back.
“Have any luck today, son?” said Ivan’s father. His
tried to cover his anxiety with a smile, but his fake expression
faded more and more as he awaited Ivan’s response. “Well?” he
inquired, more sternly this time.
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Ivan looked up with a face that gave his family
their answer. He had had no luck, and in fact, had just the
opposite. Without speaking or looking up at his family, for he
knew he had let them down once again, Ivan took his bag from his
shoulder and emptied its limited contents onto the table. His sister,
Katrina, let out a small whimper.
Suddenly, Ivan’s father burst out in anger. “To hell
with angelfish!” he exclaimed, picking up the fish and slamming it
back down on the table. “It’s been four days since anyone of us
has had anything substantial to eat! I might as well go out on my
own and try to catch eels with my bare hands. Probably be more
productive than you would be in a week! I don’t understand how
you can’t find any fish, the sea’s full of ‘em!”
Ivan stood up, hands quivering, and yelled back at
his father, “You don’t understand! There aren’t any game fish on
this reef; otherwise I would be bringing them home to you! I’m
just as hungry as the rest of us.”
There was a pause. Ivan didn’t raise his voice often,
so his family was taken aback. After a moment, his father spoke
again, “Ivan, I know you’re trying, and I know you want to help
us. But it has gotten to the point now where if we don’t have a
substantial meal in the next couple of days, we could be in danger
of falling ill. Think of your mother, in her old age…”
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Ivan had to stop listening to keep from getting emotional.
He had heard this speech too many times. Ivan’s family, along
with the rest of the people in the village of Omaha, was in a
constant struggle for survival. Ivan had watched as the family next
door had slowly starved to death. The family had consisted of a
father, three girls, a mother, and a young boy who was too young
to hunt. When the children were still young, the father had died
due to lack of oxygen. He was out on a hunt, near the same spot
Ivan had seen the barracuda, and his oxygen

cord got

tightly tangled in the forest of coral. To touch the coral directly
meant a sure death because it was poisonous, so the man tried to
swim back to the village to get oxygen before he ran out of what
he already had in his lungs. He made it all the way back to his hut
and got into the decompression chamber with his last bit of
strength, but the chamber did not suck the water out in time, and
he drowned right there at the doorstep. The scream his daughter
made when she found him the next morning seemed to echo
through the entire ocean.
“…and think of your sister Katrina, who needs the right
nourishment to grow so she can help us survive when she gets old
enough. God knows how much longer we can keep this up, how
many more days we can squeak by on crustaceans and shrimp…”
his father continued.
“This is just unnatural,” thought Ivan. He had always felt
like this was not the way he was supposed to live. Humans just
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didn’t seem like they were meant to live underwater, without fins
or gills or scales. There was no other creature in the ocean that
even slightly resembled a human being. He had heard, in the
stories that his father used to tell, of a world on the surface, where
the ocean floor rose above sea level, and one could stand on firm
ground and breathe in as much oxygen as one pleased. There were
forests with tall trees that stretched into the “sky” with sweet fruit
hanging from them ready to be eaten. Although those stories were
from hundreds of years before, Ivan knew this world had to exist
somewhere, that there was some part of the world where water did
not cover everything, where he could live like his ancestors had
lived so long ago.
“… and that is why we need you to really focus next time
you go out. We are counting on you,” finished his father. “Now,
let’s cook up this angelfish; we must eat something.”
That night, Ivan thought more about the idea of living on
land, and the more he thought about it, the more he wanted it. He
decided that he would travel in search of land, or any sign of it
that he could find. While his family slept, Ivan packed six oxygen
tanks into his hunting bag, and sharpened a rock into an arrow and
made an additional arrow for his harpoon. Early in the morning,
before his family woke up, Ivan slipped out of the decompression
chamber with his bag slung around shoulder, his harpoon in hand,
and walked East, against the rays of early light shooting through
the water.
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After a few minutes of walking, Ivan looked back to where
he had came from; although he could still see his village, he had
never been so far away from because the oxygen lines from the
Fixator did not stretch so far. As he turned to start walking again,
he noticed his boot had uncovered something shiny hidden under
the sand. He bent down and pushed the sand away to reveal a
wooden sign, worn and tattered from years of being underwater.
But the letters on the sign were mostly still legible. “Flower Hill
Cem---- 0.5 miles” it read, with an arrow pointing in the direction
Ivan was going.
Excited by the word “hill,” and not knowing what
“flower” meant and not being able to read what came after “cem,” Ivan hurried in the direction the arrow had directed him.
Gradually, the ground beneath him started to incline towards the
surface, and with every step Ivan got closer and closer to the
surface. “How fresh that first breathe of air will be when I reach
the top!” he thought. He envisioned a thick forest of trees on top
of this “hill,” with plump fruit hanging from their limbs, enough
to feed himself and his family for the rest of their lives.
He passed another sign, this one saying only 0.1 miles to
Flower Hill Cem---. A rush of adrenaline came over Ivan, as he
looked forward and saw where the ocean floor met the surface,
where the ocean floor turned into the “dry land” that his ancestors
had lived on. He dropped his bag of oxygen tanks and swam as
fast as he could to the spot. Closer and closer came the surface,
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until finally his head popped out of the water, and his feet hit the
ground.
Walking out of the water, Ivan still had his oxygen mask
strapped to his face. Wanting that fresh breathe of air, Ivan threw
off his mask, exhaled, and filled his lungs with as much air as he
could. As soon as he did so, he began to cough and gag
uncontrollably. The air he had breathed in had reeked. It was
similar to the smell he experienced when gutting and fileting his
catches in the kitchen, only thousands of times more repulsive.
Ivan turned around to look at the hill he had been
fantasizing about, but was disappointed to see a small expanse of
flat, brown earth, just a few feet above the water on all sides. He
saw no trees, no fruit, no forests that he had been told about in his
father’s stories. With a closer look, Ivan noticed that the land had
some kind of grid dug into it. There were several rows of
rectangles, with what looked like mounds of fish piled in them.
But Ivan drew closer, he discovered that they were not piles of
fish; they were human bodies, freshly decomposed due to their
recent exposure to the sun and air.
Ivan turned and violently vomited into the nearby ocean.
He then turned and ran back into the water, back where he
belonged, never wanting to be on land ever again.
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Ordinary Heroes
By Jack Allbright ‘16
Today in our world they inspire
In a time of need they are who we admire
Peacemakers in our world are much needed
Listen to them as their words should be heeded
Important now as important then
Their message necessary has forever been
Unsung heroes in our everyday lives
Can be brothers, sisters, husbands, or wives
Simple kindness and love they share,
Can help promote peace everywhere.
The example they lead is one we should follow
For promoting peace is not a task too big to swallow
A random act of kindness can make someone’s day
So how will you continue to act in this way?
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“Sherlock” by Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
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Artificial Living
By Nicholas Mendel ‘15

IT WAS a clear May morning when Sam West awoke in his

hammock that hung between two parking meters in the heart of
New York City. As he woke up, he felt the familiar pain in the left
side of his head where he had suffered from a traumatic blow only
six years ago. When the pain subsided, he untied his hammock
from the parking meters and rolled it into his backpack. He began
to walk through the abandoned city to check his traps that he had
set the night before. His first three traps came up empty, but when
he arrived at his forth trap, he was delighted by the sight of a
plump rabbit trying to escape the wire net that it had been
entangled in. Sam approached the frightened rabbit and clubbed it
over the head with a worn down wooden baseball bat that he
carried in his backpack. He put the dead rabbit in a sack and
proceeded to check his last two traps, which came up empty. As
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he skinned and cooked his rabbit, he looked down at his watch
and noticed that it was May 15th, the ten year anniversary of the
iLife. He began to eat the tender meat of his prized catch while he
recounted some of the events that had taken place ten years ago
when the iLife was first created.
He remembered the day like it was yesterday. It was May
15th, 2077 when Apple’s iLife first appeared in the public market.
Sam was eighteen years old when this revolutionary technology
became available for the public to buy. He remembered the ads on
TV and on the internet that proclaimed that “The Apple iLife
system will enhance the user’s life by enabling them to enter into
a virtual fantasy world that satisfies their deepest desires”. At the
time, many people, including Sam, were leery about the new
technology. How can a person experience anything they want by
simply putting a helmet-shaped device on their head? The iLife
seemed too good to be true. However, as more people bought it,
the more they began to realize that it could in fact do everything
that Apple professed it could. The iLife quickly began to
implement itself into society. Within a year of its creation, more
than one hundred million iLife systems had been sold world-wide.
*

*

*

Sam finished the last piece of his rabbit and stomped out
the fire that he had been cooking it over. Once he was all packed
up, Sam began walking west towards the outskirts of the barren
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city. As he walked, he passed several dull, gray skyscrapers that
had been worn down over the years due to the lack of
maintenance, which had once made them shimmer like glass. He
walked past storefronts that had advertisements in their windows
that were from five years ago. Most of the street signs were
beginning to lose their color and look faded. Sam continued
walking westward through the city for several hours until he
reached its outskirts.
When he was finally out of the city, he turned into a
deserted suburban neighborhood. This was the neighborhood in
which he grew up. He walked down the road and walked up to the
door of the eighth house on the right. He found the key that was
had been sitting under the welcome mat for the past five years and
unlocked the front door.
When he stepped inside he was overwhelmed with sadness.
He had not stepped foot in his house in over six years. Sam made
his way into the living room and sat down on the couch. As he sat
there, he noticed that the family photo album was sitting on the
coffee table next to him. He picked it up and began to flip through
the pages. He had looked through this same album countless times
throughout his life, but as he neared the end, he came across a
page that he had never seen before. It was a page filled with
pictures and a newspaper clipping. He couldn’t take his eyes off of
the first picture. He was staring at a picture of two teenagers with
their arms around each other while they were wearing graduation
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caps and gowns. The two boys couldn’t have been older than
fifteen. Above the picture was the caption “Samuel and James at
their high school graduation”. Sam moved on to the next picture
which was one of the same two boys, both wearing Yale
University sweatshirts, standing next to each other with a large
school in the background. The caption above the picture said
“Sam and James getting dropped off at college”.
The final piece that was on the page wasn’t a picture at all.
It was the title of a newspaper clipping that read “Yale’s very own
James West discovers a way to make the iLife experience even
better”. Sam just stared at the last clipping for several minutes. He
began to feel a surge of anger. He threw the photo album across
the room in rage, causing it to clatter to the ground. He stormed
up the stairs to his old bedroom and lied down in his bed. He lied
there for over an hour, rerunning how the plan the he had been
devising for the past six years was going to unfold in the next
week.
*

*

*

Three days after the ten year anniversary of the iLife, a
crowd of over one hundred million people gathered outside of the
Hyper-Sphere located in Columbus, Ohio. The Hyper-Sphere in
Columbus was America’s center for iLife and the mainframe for
all iLife centers across the globe. It was the largest of all of the
other nineteen Hyper-Spheres located in other countries
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throughout the world. Every person on earth gathered around their
nearest Hyper-Sphere to witness the unveiling of Apple’s new
updated version of the iLife 3.0. The new update was being
presented by James West, the CEO of Apple, and it was to be
broadcasted to every other iLife center in the world. Just then,
James West emerged from the doors of the iLife center. The
crowd erupted with an explosion of cheers. James energetically
trotted up the stairs to a podium that was set up in front of the
enormous crowd.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he announced. “I am here to
present to you the new and improved version of the Apple iLife!”
The crowd was going ballistic. James waited for a minute
for the cheers to die down before he started speaking again.
“Before I reveal to you the new features of the iLife 3.0, I
would like to recap on the progress that the iLife has made in the
past ten years,” he continued. “Ten years ago, the iLife was first
introduced to us as a device that allowed people to remove
themselves from the world of pain and suffering that they lived in,
and put them into a virtual world where they could have whatever
they want. However, in the first model of the iLife there were a
few problems. The first of which was that we could only have a
limited number of users on our server at once. We did not have
the data capacity to allow every person on earth to be logged in to
iLife at one time. We were only able to support about one billion
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users at a time. Another problem with the first model that some
people were experiencing was that instead of living in a dream
world while using our product, they were experiencing a
nightmare. I am proud to say, however, that since then, we have
eliminated all of these problems and improved upon the device as
a whole!” The crowd applauded in approval.
“After the first generation of the iLife,” James added, “we
created the iLife 2.0, which allowed us to support as many users
as we wanted. This was a breakthrough that I uncovered while I
was studying for my doctorates degree in computer science at
Yale. I discovered that if we had a mainframe big enough, we
would be able to support the use of billions of iLife users at one
time. We satisfied this need by creating this giant Hyper-Sphere
that you see before you to be the mainframe for all of the other
iLife centers located throughout the world. With the mainframe
built, all we needed to do was round up all of the iLife users in the
world and put them in cities with a radius of ten miles that
surrounded a Hyper-Sphere so that they could receive a strong
signal to power their iLife systems.”
The crowd of one hundred million people was dead silent as they
awaited the news of the new iLife. “This, ladies and gentlemen,
leads me to reason of why you are all gathered here today. I am
here to reveal to you the new version of the iLife. It is the iLife
3.0!”
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A deafening roar of cheers erupted from the crowd. James
had to quiet the crowd down before he could begin to speak again.
“The new iLife 3.0 has many new features that you all as
users will find very appealing. The first feature is that now instead
of living in your own personal fantasy world, you will now have
the option to link up with another user and share the same
experiences together. You will no longer be limited to living alone
in your fantasy world. You will now be able to live with a
partner.” James beamed at the crowd with pride as he saw the
looks of pure amazement on the faces of the people.
“The final, and most impressive, feature of the new version
of the iLife is that you will now be able to stay in your iLife
system for as long as you want! With the iLife 2.0 the user would
have to come out of their virtual fantasies every day for about an
hour. Now the user will be able to live in their own virtual world
for their entire lives! There will be no more loneliness or suffering
while you are away from your iLife. You will never have to
experience pain for the rest of your lives!”
The crowd was shocked. They did not know that it would be
possible for that to happen. James could see the shock on the faces
of all of the people. “For those of you who are a little skeptical of
the new advancements, let me assure you that we have run tests
countless times on the new product and it is completely safe for
everyone to live in the iLife full time. While you are in your
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system you will be attached to a dispenser releases food and water
into your body so that you stay nourished. As for other problems
like going to the bathroom, you will be hooked up to another
machine that automatically removes all waste from your body. We
have literally thought of everything that could possibly go wrong
and fixed it. You all have nothing to worry about. All we ask of
you people is that you don’t use your iLife systems for the next
week so that we can get a chance to update the program so that it
will be ready for use.”
After hearing this, the people were much more excited. They
began to cheer and jump around in joy. They would finally live in
a perfect world.
*

*

*

“Wow, what a day!” thought James. Everything had gone
perfectly, just like he planned. After he had finished giving his
presentation, James traveled through the city past all of the
identical huts that made up the city of Columbus, and into the
outskirts of town where he arrived at his four story mansion.
James, being the CEO of the most important company in the
world, owned the most extravagant house in the world. He had
everything he could ever want. However, when he arrived at his
house, something seemed out of place. He had an ominous feeling
that someone was in his house with him. He buried the strange
feeling that he had and went in to his bathroom to take a shower.
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When he entered walked into his bathroom he came to an abrupt
halt. Standing there in the middle of the bathroom was his brother,
Sam.
“Hey James, how’s it going,” asked Sam. “Long time no
see!” Sam started walking towards his twin brother.
“Wha-… Wha-,” stammered James. “What are you doing
here? You told me that you hated me and wanted nothing to do
with the iLife?”
“That is partially true,” replied Sam. “I don’t hate you, but
yes I want nothing to do with iLife. I wish that iLife would be
destroyed. In fact, that is exactly what I came here to do. Destroy
iLife.”
James began to regain his composure. “I’m afraid I cannot
let that happen, Sam. Remember the last time you tried to stop me
from creating a new version of iLife? You ended up with severe
brain trauma. I am not afraid to hurt you to do what I think is best
for mankind.”
“James, how can you be so ignorant?” retorted Sam.
“People cannot live their lives in a virtual fantasy. They have to
be able to freely make their own decisions and pay consequences
for their actions. They have to be able to love on their own. They
must experience pain and suffering so that they can grow to be
stronger individuals. With iLife, you are destroying their human
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nature. You are causing them to live artificial lives! This is why I
must destroy iLife.”
“And how do you plan on doing that,” James said with a
sneer on his face. “There is no possible way that you will be able
to destroy a product as big as iLife.”
“Oh, but I can,” replied Sam. “You see, six years ago,
when I realized that what you were trying to do was wrong, I tried
to stop you by appealing to your reasonable side and convincing
you of your errors. This obviously didn’t work. After you hit me
upside the head with this wooden bat,” Sam said as he tauntingly
dangled the worn out wooden bat in front of James. “and left me
to die, I made it my life mission to make sure what you are doing
gets put to a stop. So while you were out building your HyperSpheres and living in your “perfect world”, I remained at Yale
and worked to create a virus that would completely destroy the
iLife system. It took a long time since I had to run off of the
limited power of a generator and I didn’t have anyone to help me.
But I did eventually end up completing my virus and I will now
use it to take down your entire operation. And it is all contained
here on this one little flash drive.”
When James caught a glimpse of the flash drive he dove at
Sam, but he was not quick enough. Sam had been expecting this
and darted around James and made his way out of the house.
James was left standing there in disbelief. “This cannot be
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happening!” he thought. “All of my hard work will have been for
nothing!”
*

*

*

Once Sam was out of James’ house, he made his way
down to the Hyper-Sphere so that he could release his virus into
the iLife system. When he arrived at the center he was stopped at
the front door of the building. However, he was immediately
allowed to go in because the guards did not know that James had a
twin brother and believed that Sam was in fact the CEO. When
Sam got into the building, he headed straight to the database of the
system’s control unit. Sam knew that he didn’t have much time to
inject the virus into the system because there would be guards on
him any minute, so he ran as fast as he could until he arrived at
the door of the control room. He twisted the handle and
miraculously, the door opened. Sam rushed over to one of the
USB ports and plugged the flash drive in to the control panel.
When he did this, the screen on the control panel asked him if he
really wanted to download the file from the flash drive into the
control panel. Just as Sam began to contemplate if he should
actually carry through with his plan to destroy the iLife forever,
James burst into the room. Without second guessing, Sam
slammed down the “YES” button and everything went dark.
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”Sutres” by Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
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Burn
By Harrison Daniel ‘17
You will fall
You will tear it down
You will burn
Burn
Burn
Burn
You sick majesty
You memorable villain
You sickening hero
Burn and fall to the ground
Roll in the ashes of your skin
And melt into one being
One pure form
Death
And reap me
Reap me
And never come back
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“Lawn Mower” by McAnthony Martin ‘14
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Perchance to Dream
By Jake Wermes ‘15
I MET Death when I was very young.

I was ten, and it was raining. Three firm, solemn knocks
echoed from the front door, and as my father answered them the
rainfall’s cold, stinging drops struck my small face. Outside was a
police officer. His hat in his hands, I could see the gleam of the
moonlight in the reflection of his polished head, slick from the
rain. I don’t know if it was the cold of the rainwater on my face,
or the sinister presence of the hooded figure standing behind the
police officer, but chills ran down my spine, and I shuddered. The
police officer’s eyes met my fathers, and his expression became
very sad. He told my father what had happened; how my mother
had forgotten to turn her headlights on, how the driver of the
Coca-Cola truck didn’t see her pulling out of the grocery store,
and how my mother was killed instantly on impact, side-swept by
a semi on her way home. Everything became very quiet then. I
forgot to hear the rain, or my father’s cries. I didn’t hear my father
try to shoo me away, telling me to go play upstairs until my
mother actually came home. I was focused on the hooded man on
the porch. The way he looked at me. I could tell he wanted to say
something, but couldn’t, because I wouldn’t be able to understand.
His cold gaze finally ended when my father slammed the door. He
picked me up and carried me into the TV room, which I thought
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was strange because he hadn’t carried me since I was very young.
He seemed angry, like he was just wronged. Picking up the phone
he began making angry phone calls, just as he had done when the
cable wasn’t working. First to the police station. Then to my
grandpa. Then to my aunt. And then back to the police station.
After he made his calls, he gently sat down at the kitchen table,
defeated. That was the first time I had ever seen my father cry.
For the rest of the night, my home was a halfway house for
friends and relatives alike. In and out they went, each person
trying painfully harder to comfort my father than the last. Their
futile attempts at consolation seemed to wear my father down until
he just sat in the kitchen with his eyes closed, simply nodding and
shaking his head. All the while, I watched Death carefully as he
stood in the backyard, rain pouring down upon him. Streams of
rainfall ran down the windows, obscuring the outside world, but I
could see his shadowy figure, ever present, merely watching; and
waiting.
Growing up, I never told anyone about my watchful friend.
The years gathered and Death faded like an old Polaroid in my
mind, seeming more and more like a bizarre dream I had as a boy.
But still, I thought about him often, in the restless hours of the
night. Death occupied my dreams; my mother’s face would flash
like lightning within his cloaked majesty. After my mother passed,
I never cried. Whether it was my misunderstanding of death or my
non-acceptance of my mother’s end I do not know, but I could
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only cry in those dreams. Those feverish nightmares shared by
Death and I were the only remaining connection I had with my
mother. My father, not mourning as passively as myself, had
thrown out all of our photographs of her. Maybe this was for best,
because he did often break down at the mere mention of her name.
Sometimes I wondered if Death haunted my father as well, but he
could never accept him as a friend as I had in my boyish naiveté.
I didn’t see Death again until I was much older.
I was thirteen, I think. Playing basketball in the schoolyard
with friends whose names I cannot recall. At some point the ball
went over the school fence, and into the street. We requested that
our teacher (another name that escapes me) go and get it, as was
the recess protocol. The instructor gladly accepted our invitation
and took to the sidewalk to oblige. I saw Death across the street,
standing over the ball. Everything became silent as it did the first
time. Heart beating, I longed to hear what Death had to say after
all these years, but again he was silent. In hindsight I wished I had
warned my teacher. He was hit by a stationwagon in the middle of
the street. He had a wife and two daughters, and his funeral was
on a Wednesday. Death stuck around for the funeral, but
disappeared soon after.
Four days after my eighteenth birthday I was drafted into
the 5th Battalion of the Marine Core. War had begun in some
broken part of the world and the United States saw fit to send
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some soldiers to sort it out. When my number was read on the
television, my father and I fell silent. It was a Sunday afternoon
and a piece of my birthday cake still sat, untouched, on the kitchen
table. In my mother’s absence my father had tried to make it; it
was dry.
I reported to South Carolina in June, and was shipped
overseas in August. On every plane, in every boat, and within
every car, Death was with me. I felt his cold, present gaze on the
back of my neck. In combat I felt him everywhere, but could
never see him. I suspect War was a busy time for him, although I
could tell the atrocities happening before his faint eyes puzzled
him. Death was, I assumed, above the human race, and I am sure
he never could understand why any species would do such
horrible things to one another. After one particular battle I saw
him; amongst the trees atop a hill almost a hundred yards away.
Once again, he held his restrained silence. My Battalion was
mobilized and I unfortunately didn’t have time to stop and chat.
By the work of some divine force, I survived War, and
after a week in the conquered land I was able to acquire a plane
ride home. Despite my wishes, I sat adjacent to the aisle; Death
occupied the window seat. At first I was worried that the plane
was destined to crash or that I would choke on a complimentary
mint. It wasn’t until the plane landed stateside when I saw red,
white, and blue covered caskets rolling onto the tarmac that I
realized the purpose of Death’s presence. The plane ride was
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several hours long, and yet Death still had not confided in me
whatever he was dying to say.
My father picked me up from the airport. I went to shake
his hand, but he pulled me into a hug and held me for an
uncomfortable amount of time. He looked tired; tired and empty.
The wrinkles on his face were more defined than after my mother
had died, and his mess of gray hair had spread to his face in rough
stubble. As we left the airport, he kept looking at me sideways. I
don’t believe he recognized me, just as I barely recognized him.
In the car on the way home, we were both silent. He asked
me what the war was like and I told him about sleeping in the
rain, walking throughout the night, and the stars in the night sky
shining through the smoke. He didn’t listen, only watched the road
and nodded every other sentence.
I was surprised to find my Aunt Cheryl at home when I got
there. She was very happy to see me, although I could tell she
could sense my confusion of her presence.
It wasn’t until a week after I got back that Cheryl sat me down in
the kitchen and told me about the cancer; carcinoma of the lung.
He didn’t want to tell me until a long time after I got back. Cheryl
was a nurse, and was staying with my dad in case he had a
respiratory attack or something. I told her she didn’t need to stay,
and that I could take care of him, but she insisted.
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For the rest of my father’s life, I waited for Death to
return. Every day I would look out the window, like a hungry
Labrador waiting for its owner to come home, and expect to see a
hooded figure round the corner. My dad, retired now, sat on the
couch and watched the news while my Aunt Cheryl waited on
him. Like the tissue in his lungs, he sat still and deteriorated from
the inside out. He and his illness became a sort of a grandfather
clock in our house. Every day around noon he would have a
coughing fit that Cheryl would have to subdue, and every night at
midnight the same would happen again. I spent as much time with
him as I could, but during the endless watching of the news I
would wonder about his life. I wondered what he would be like if
my mother never died. I thought about how afraid he must be of
Death, and whether or not he could see him like I could. I thought
about the massive impact Death had on everyone’s lives, but how
he still maintained such a subtle existence that people always
forgot to think about him. I wondered if I would ever see him
again.
I did. It was August, and I was coming home from work
when a fully lit ambulance roared past me. I arrived at home just
in time to see the paramedics carry my father onto the stretcher
and into the ambulance. The medics were just about to close the
ambulance doors with my father inside when my old friend
stepped into the vehicle as well.
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I went to the hospital and found my father’s room. Death
was already there, standing over him and waiting. My dad was
awake, but barely. The nurse said that he was finally giving up,
and that I could stay with him while he did. I sat in that hospital
room into the night. It was just we three until around midnight.
My father began his nightly coughing fit. Wild-eyed he awoke, his
chest rising and falling rapidly as he struggled for oxygen. Death
put a hand on my father’s shoulder, and the old man finally saw
him. Death spoke; or at least, I think he did. I saw his cold lips
move, forming the shape of a whisper. My father blinked and
nodded. Death bowed his head, and my father closed his eyes.
Suddenly, nurses rushed into the room, now occupied with
only two men. They tried to revive my father, but I knew it was
already over. The doctor came in and pronounced him dead at
12:14 AM. The nurses watched me carefully as this happened.
They weren’t sad, they just seemed puzzled. I realized why; my
father had just died, but I was just sitting there still, dumbfounded.
My father’s funeral was, needless to say, very somber. My
mother’s family wasn’t there. In fact, most of his wasn’t either.
After I went off to War, Cheryl told me, my father had been a
wreck and broke off connection with the rest of his family. I felt
guilty. Besides me, in attendance were Cheryl, Pastor Rick, the
Paxton’s, my father’s elderly neighbors, and Death, of course. He
waited by the hearse and looked on, satisfied. I looked back at
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him. My desire to hear his words was then subsided; I figured I
would hear his voice eventually. We all do.
I reached an understanding with Death at my father’s
funeral. In good time, he would tell me what he needed to say.
And I would wait patiently, and hope that his occupation never
brought him around my family again.
And once again, his hooded image faded. His old
photograph faded, just like the ones of my mothers and just like
my nightmares of War. I met the mother of my children in due
time, and we started a family. I ran into Death on occasion; the
death of my in-laws, Aunt Cheryl’s funeral, car accidents on the
side of the road, to name a few. And each time, our eyes met and
locked, confident in our understanding reached so many years ago.
I am old now. And I am withered. My painful memories
are locked away now, and I have built the joyful ones on top of
them. Although, I can feel the road winding down, and I am
satisfied. Often I find myself gazing out the window. Up and
down the street I watch, carefully.
Simply waiting for my old friend.
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“Driver’s Seat” by McAnthony Martin ‘14
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Proposal
By Chase Harrison ‘15
We walk by the edge of the river
Marked by daisies and roses
A special question; I must deliver
The delight smell runs through our noses
As we find our way into the city
The streets are filled with rain
The homeless sit there; we feel pity
But we walk without strain
The clouds still cover from above
As we buy our tickets for the evening show
Finding a way for me to show my love
A way she will never think to know
Her love is my endeavor
She makes me happy enough to sing
We’ll be together forever
When I give her this ring
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“Adaptation” by Evan Verrilli ‘14
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The Earth is Definitely Flat
By Jake Wermes ‘15

I am a firm believer in going with one’s gut feeling, and I
firmly believe that civilization was right in their first assumption
that the earth is flat. And I know, I know, we have allegedly seen
the earth from outer space and that we have so-called
photographic evidence that proves the earth’s spherical shape, but
I am still very skeptical. For one thing, I personally have never
seen the earth from space, and all evidence that supposedly proves
its shape has been distributed by the United States government.
My parents have always raised me to be skeptical about our
government, especially since they have started their war on
Christmas. As a devout Christian living in the mountains of rural
South Dakota, I have been always been taught that science is evil
and that those who question the teachings of Reverend Jim will be
punished during the End Times. When Reverend Jim returns from
his vacation to the outside world, I suspect he will return with
more evidence that the earth is flat. Meanwhile, I will hold my
bunker in this mine shaft and wait for my militia brothers to come
back, hoisting my family’s flag once again.
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“Sherlock Negative” by Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
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We Can Walk Through Life
By Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
We walk through life
We talk
We do things
Like they actually matter
We are the batter
In the baseball game of life
Swinging
Missing
Swearing
Cursing
Occasionally we make contact
(with the ball)
But the fact
Is
That even so
We will still strike out
Our ball will be caught
We will lose the game
But there is always the chance to win.
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”But I’m Not Left-Handed” by Evan Verrilli ‘14
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Grey
By Hank Woodard ‘15

IT FELL as it always had since anyone could remember. From the

dark grey sky, on another bitterly cold day, in small clumps and
flakes. Devon sat and stared outside of his dormitory window,
watching the ash emitting from the Purifying Factory fall around
the school. He stared at each flake of ash wondering what it
possibly could have been. A painting or a photograph but he knew
it was unlikely since they had all been destroyed long ago. Most
likely it was a leaf or plant with an illegal color that had been
found by the Desserppo sweepers. He pitied them. They had to
tear apart the city to find something beautiful, something they
weren’t allowed to have or be, and turn it over to men like him.
But it beat working in the factory, tending the fires that caused the
ash and destroyed the beautiful things of the world. He was glad
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he was a Stoidi. Devon attempted to relieve his melancholy mood
by adorning himself with his beloved robes. They were a solid,
beautiful red with the black seal upon his chest dubbing him a
cadet. Devon was always grateful for having been born into a
member of the Stoidi. It allowed him to pursue his career in the
Red Police and more importantly, allowed him to gaze upon
beauty. He was roused from his thoughts by the bell signaling the
start of class. Devon rushed for his books and hurried out,
slamming the door. And then, silence.
“Alright students, take your seats.” said Sergeant
Hadoram. He was a tall, middle aged man with blonde hair and
blue eyes which he was fortunate to be able to show. Just like
every Stoidi. Devon sat quietly in the front, eager to take notes on
today’s lesson.
“Can anyone give a brief summary of what we learned last
class?” asked the Sergeant.
Every hand in the class shot up.
“Hmm, Devon?” asked Hadoram.
“We Red Police are the protectors of our great
government. We are tasked with keeping order in our great
country.”
“And?” asked Hadoram.
“Also, the only reason we’re allowed to wear red
uniforms is because it shows the Desserppo how inferior they
are.”
“And?” repeated the sergeant.
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“And our weapon is the baton because our great
government has taught us that Brutality is Best.” stated Devon.
“Brutality is Best.” echoed the class.
“Marvelous!” exclaimed Hadoram. “Now class, today we
will be discussing the Stoidi,” the class cheered, “and the
Desserppo.” which was greeted with boos. “You’re all Stoidi,”
smiled the energized Sergeant “so I’ll save our history for another
day. I know many of you have been so sheltered that you haven’t
come into any contact with the Desserppo. Listen up boys, this is
incredibly important.” The class frantically copied down his every
word and sat on the edge of their seats as he began.
“Beauty is the most dangerous thing in the world.” There
was a rush as the students hurriedly wrote this down except
Devon. He sat frowning at this revelation. The Sergeant continued.
“Beauty can inspire dangerous feelings in any man,
especially a Desserppo. It is easy to inspire a man with nothing
with beauty.” More frantic note taking. “It can inspire love,
thought, but worst of all, hope. That is why we are so restrictive.
That is why their clothing is so concealing.”
“What do they wear sir?” asked a student from the back.
“Grey, Alpana, all grey. From their feet to the top of their
heads they’re covered in grey.” stated Hadoram. Another frenzy of
note taking.
Devon raised his hand, “But… why?”
The Sergeant raised an eyebrow and glanced at him.
“Why? Because we want them to realize that they have nothing.
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There is nothing beautiful they have. The only time they come in
to contact with beauty is as a sweeper who is tasked with finding
beautiful things to be destroyed by more Desserppo who tend the
fires in the Purifying Factories.” laughed Hadoram. “Why do we
wear beautiful colors?” he continued on a much more serious
note. This was his chance to drive home the Stoidi ideals. “To
make them realize that we are better. Why must they wear grey?
Because it is ugly. Why cover them? To mask any possible beauty.
Why do we not allow them mirrors? So they never get to see if
they themselves are beautiful. Why is it punishable by death to be
seen out of their robes by even family members? Because no one
may see anything with the possibility of being beautiful. Why
even cover their eyes with the mask? The color of a person’s eyes.
Colors are beautiful, as are a person’s eyes, and are therefore an
evil that make it harder keeping the Desserppo controlled. There is
only one time a week that they’re allowed to see color.”
Devon raised his hand. “When are they allo...”
The Chief of police came on over a loud speaker.
“All Red Police, it is time for the Weekly Meet. I repeat, All Red
Police, it is time for the Weekly Meet.”
The students of the class, including Devon, stared at Hadoram
with pleading eyes. The Sergeant gave a slight smile. “Alright
boys, let’s take you to see your first meet.”
The class cheered and followed in close pursuit of their
beloved teacher. The door closed and the classroom was empty.
And then, silence.
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“Alright lads, look tough, act sharp, and don’t make a
sound.” whispered Hadoram to his excited class. They were just
about to enter the Desserppo town square. Few of the students,
including Devon, had ever been allowed to see what a Desserppo
city looked like. It was grey, all grey. The buildings all stood two
stories with a single window per floor. They sat on top of each
other leaving little room for travel. Devon thought the air was bad
back in the Stoidi town but no. Ash came down here in waves,
seemingly suffocating the city. But the worst was the stench. It
smelled just like it looked. Dead. This is what you get for your
ancestors being the opposition in the Great War, thought Devon as
he peered around.
“We’re coming up on the town square lads. Keep quiet.”
whispered Hadoram. Devon was as eager as his fellow classmates.
None of them knew what to expect except that it was an example
of Stoidi power in front of all of the Desserppo. The Sergeant
gave a hand gesture and they all entered, as solemn faced as they
could, into the Desserppo town square. Devon tried to hide his
astonishment as he glanced around. Everywhere he looked he saw
a never ending sea of grey. When he focused in on a particular
area it appeared even worse, like a horde of big, stupid, helpless,
unmoving grey rats caught in an unescapable trap. His class took
its position near the main body of Red Police and stood silent. The
Captain of this district stepped forward onto a platform, elevated
above everyone else. He was a middle aged man with dark, long
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brown hair, neatly shaven, and with deep, dark brown eyes. He
smiled and shouted
“Bring out the pillar.”
Devon turned to see a large stone pillar with an attached
pair of shackles being brought out into the square. The Red
Policemen carrying it set it carefully in the center of the square.
The Captain continued,
“In the name of our great government, I am proud to announce
today the Weekly Meet!”
The Red Policemen began to cheer, joined by Devon’s
classmates. However, Devon looked at the Desserppo crowd. They
stood unmoving, the entire sea of people. He couldn’t see their
faces, but he guessed that this was nothing they looked forward to.
After the cheering subsided, the Captain continued by
raising his hand. With that, a Red Policeman with a black X on his
uniform began to move through the Desserppo crowd. He moved
slowly in the horde. And the Desserppo stood there motionless,
like sheep, waiting to be slaughtered. He came to an abrupt halt in
front of a Desserppo who had been marked with a black X, similar
to the policemen’s, on its chest. He smiled, raised their hand, and
the Red Police went wild again with cheers. The X Policeman
brought forth the Desserppo from the crowd and before the rest of
the Red Police. The Captain raised his hand to silence the rest of
the force.
“Here Captain. I checked this morning, she is illegal
Captain.”
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The force began to whistle and jeer. Even the Captain
smirked.
“Good, Malum. Let us see.” he shouted.
The force howled with laughter. The Captain smiled.
“Proceed Malum.”
Devon stared anxiously waiting to see what would happen
next when it began. Malum tore off the grey robes of the
Desserppo and revealed the beautiful naked girl underneath.
Devon stared in awe. She was about his age with light blonde hair;
her skin pale for it had never been kissed by the sun, and her eyes,
a deep, dark green. But she would never know that.
“Good, good.” said the Captain. “She is beautiful. This
one will do fine. Carry on.”
The Red Police howled and cheered, but Devon just stared,
mouth wide and horrified. Malum bound her hands in the shackles
of the pillar, forcing her to expose her bare back. Devon fought
back the tears he could feel building up in his eyes. Malum
brought out the long black whip and the Red Police went wild. He
raised it in the air and struck. She screamed in agony as it tore
through her bare back. Devon looked around the Desserppo crowd
searching desperately for any sign that they would rise up to help
this girl. But the sheep dare not raise a hand to stop the lions.
They stood frozen. They had seen this every week their entire
lives. Devon felt sick as he heard the continuous screams of the
girl being whipped for being beautiful. He glance at her tattered
form as the dark red oozed from her back.
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The Captain raised his hand to stop Malum from finishing
another blow.
“Look upon this beautiful creature. This is what beauty
brings you.” he shouted angrily at the Desserppo.
Devon felt a spark of hope that this would be the end of the
torture. He stared at the girl crying and gasping for air on the
pillar and felt relief that her torment was done.
“Continue Malum” spoke the Captain.
Devon looked in horror as Malum delivered one blow after
another. Then there was one last scream from the Desserppo girl.
And then, silence.
Devon stared at her lifeless body in agony as a single tear
fell to the ground. The beautiful girl was gone, replaced by a
broken, bloody heap of lifeless flesh. The deathly silence was
broken by the eruption of cheers from the Red Police. They began
to hug one another, assess how many lashes she had taken
compared to previous Desserppo, and laugh wildly. But the
Desserppo horde stood motionless. They were used to it. Besides,
it provided them an opportunity to see color.
As her body was raised overhead by several Red
Policemen as a trophy, the cheers grew louder. But Devon just
stared in horror. And Hadoram noticed.
“Alright you lot. Go home.” shouted the Captain triumphantly to
the Desserppo. Without a sound, the grey sea of bodies turned and
left to return to their nothingness.
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The cheers of the Red Police were dying down and had
instead, turned into a humming chatter of the meets glorious
content. Devon just stood there. Dazed and confused. How could
his people do this?
Sergeant Hadoram had seen it all; Devon’s tear, the look of
horror, and the shock. He knew.
“Everyone wait here.” the Sergeant spoke to his prattling
class “I’ll be back in just one moment.”
He turned and jogged to the Captain standing on the platform
conversing jovially with Malum.
“Captain Sir.”
“What is it Sergeant?” chuckled the Captain.
Hadoram turned to take another look at Devon. The boy’s
eyes were red and dazed.
“It’s a student in my class sir.” he glanced again back at
Devon.
The Captain’s cheerful mood turned sour.
“Another one, Sergeant that’s the third this year.” sadly
whispered the Captain “Ugh. Don’t worry; he’ll be taken care of.
We can’t have people like him around, bad for stability.”
Hadoram nodded grimly and left to rejoin his exited
students. The Captain glanced at Devon and shook his head.
“You know what to do Malum.” he whispered.
“Yes sir.” happily replied the policemen. The Captain
regained his smile.
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“Alright lads, back to work.” he shouted playfully. The
cheerful policemen left, the ash continued to fall. There was
shuffling of footsteps as they returned to their stations. And then,
silence.
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“Love” by Evan Verrilli ‘14
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I Need Shoe Laces
By Andrew Kuprionis ‘17

I need shoe laces to hold my shoes together
A lamp shade to contain my light
Braces to support my broken arm
Glasses to aid my sight
A window to keep out the wind
A string to contain my kite
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“Sunset over Landen Lake” by Evan Verrilli ‘14
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Equality
Nick Wright ‘15

DAVID DROPPED the weight as he looked at his swollen arm. The

veins pulsing hard, the muscles coated in a thin layer of sweat. He
lied down on the bench and let the euphoria wash over him. The
endorphins flooded his body, making him feel no pain. His
breathing slowed down and he sat up, extended his arm, and smile
broadly as he felt the stiffness in his shoulder. After a couple
minutes he stood up and began to tuck away the weights, into the
back of his closet behind the shelf that held his tapes and his
books, which were behind the real shelf that held his clothes.
David swallowed quietly imagining what would happen if anyone
found either of those. He did his best to think of other things but
his mind only raced faster and his hand instinctively moved to the
bruises on his hip. He look down and saw the as the blue spots ran
down his thigh and ended just above his ankle. His hand moved
down his leg to lump in his calf, event he slight brush of his
fingers cause pain to shoot up his leg and the memory flooded
him.
Two weeks ago David’s step-father, Mark, had come home
earlier than usual from work. Mark’s project had gone faster than
expected and he didn’t want to draw any suspicion. Unfortunately
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for David, Mark walked in on him reading. Reading a book.
Reading a book that was not assigned to him, or as the courts
would call it, for pleasure. It took Mark a moment to register what
was happening. “Uhhhhmm David? Is that a book?”
“Y-y-yeah Mark, I got assigned it as a project for school.”
David stammered out a little too fast. Mark responded quickly
“Really for what class?”
“Umm American Lit.”
“Really David? You’re reading The Russian Primary
Chronicle for an American Literature class?” David froze, unsure
what to do. He opened his mouth but no noise came out. His stepdad grabbed the cane that was leaning against the wall and started
towards David.
“No, Mark hold on a second, it’s just one book. I’ll get rid
of it I promise. One book won’t do any harm. I’m gonna learn
about it in school next year anyway. I’ll just be a little ahead,
that’s all. It won-” David’s cut out as soon as heard what he had
said. He knew what would happen even before Mark had begun to
take the first swing.
“I’ll just be a little ahead. How could I have been so
stupid?” David thought as he continued to touch his bruised legs.
“I might as well have said I was smarter than someone. I
would’ve gotten the same reward.” The door opened downstairs
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and David dropped his pants legs back down over his battered leg.
No one could know. If people saw the bruises they would ask
questions, and if they found out why he got beat, David wouldn’t
stand a change. “At least it’s only my legs.” David was glad for
that. Leg bruises were easily excusable and quickly dismissed.
“David lets go, you’re gonna be late for your game!”
“I’m coming!!” David called from upstairs. He scrambled
to get his bag together before walking downstairs to meet his
mother who was standing impatiently at the bottom of the stairs.
“Oh calm down Mom, they won’t start without me, hell, I bet our
lane is stopped outside waiting for us. No one cares mom. You
know what they say, ‘If no one is left beyond than everyone’s in
first place.’” David recited the well-known line from the
Declaration of Equality, a document he was very familiar with. As
David climbed into the car and his mother pulled into her lane,
traffic started to move once again, his mind flashed back.
David was eight years old when he took his first trip to the
capital. Ever since he had been a child David had been left out. He
was taller than most of the other children and therefore was often
discriminated against. He was always picked last on the
playground, even though he was the best player. Classmates teased
David mercilessly, and the teachers did nothing but encourage it.
One teacher, Ms. Able, even told kids to treat him badly.
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As a child David had thought that if he could go to the capital, he
could walk write up to the Declaration and write in his own law.
He could write in a law that everyone had to be nice to him, and
he wouldn’t be ever be teased again. After an hour of walking
through the museum David finally found the document, but after
fighting through the crowd, he found it to be under glass. When
David found that he was unable to alter the Declaration he began
to cry. He cried more than he had have cried before. To this day
he is not sure why, but David felt a weight press down upon his
shoulders and he dropped to his knees. He crawled across the
floor, trying to get to from under the dense crowd. He began to
crawl, not left or right, just forward. He only needed to just get
away from the mass of people. He managed to get to a corner,
where he drew his knees up, dropped his head, and wept. After
what seemed like an eternity a man came over, squatted down next
to David and put his hand on his shoulder. “Is everything alright?”
The man’s voice washed over David and it made him feel strong.
He looked up and sniffed.
“Yessir I just got a little…overwhelmed.” David replied
with his voice shaking.
“Well what was it that made you overwhelmed?”
“Well these boys keep picking on me at school, and I just
wanted to make it so they couldn’t anymore.”
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“Because of your height, well there’s no surprise there.”
The man answered indifferently, “What was it you were planning
to do?”
“I wanted to uhh, to write in the Declaration that no one
could make fun of me” David offered up shyly. The man smiled
and sat down next to David.
“Now that wouldn’t be fair would it?” The man didn’t wait
for a response. “If no one was able to able to make fun of you,
that would make you better than them, and you know that’s not
right.”
“But isn’t unfair that they pick on me? I mean they don’t
pick on everyone, just me.” The man smiled.
“Well you’re taller than everyone else, so you have a
physical advantage. The kids make fun of you that gives you an
emotional disadvantage, so that you even back to average.” The
man hoped this would cheer David up, but it had the opposite
effect. Instead of calming down he began to get angry.
“Why can’t I just have a physical advantage, why does
everything have to even out all the time? Why can’t I just be
special?” David nearly shouted at the man.
“Everyone’s special David.” The man’s eyes connected
with David’s. His face was no longer friendly and happy. They
focused in on David. “You are no better than anyone else.
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Remember that.” The man quickly stood up and marched away
from David.
As the car pulled up to the game David snapped back into
reality. He reached for the door but found it locked. He turned to
listen to the lecture he knew was coming. “Now David,” his
mother began “I don’t want a repeat of what happened last week.”
Last game David had run for almost 300 yards. He had been
threatened to be kicked off the team, and had almost been fined by
the state. “You know they’re watching us. Ever since…Benjam-”
Her voice cut out as tears formed in her eyes. David cut in angrily.
“You mean ever since they killed him? Ever since they
killed Dad!” David shouted at his mother. “Well guess what
Mom. I don’t care anymore. I’d rather have my dead father than
the shitty one I have now. At least Dad did something meaningful.
Mark just sits in his stupid office all day. Dad achieved something,
he’ll be remembered.” Breathing heavily, David leaned back in his
seat. He unlocked his door and walked towards the field and away
from the sounds of his weeping mother. David looked around him.
As he walked onto the field people began to murmur. They always
did when he walked into the game. David was about half a foot
taller than anyone else on the field and easily thirty pounds
heavier. As he walked towards the end zone to await the kick-off,
he turned to look up into the bleachers and he saw exactly what he
needed to see. Three uniformed men were standing on top of the
press box all with black boxes leaning against them.
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After David had run the ball in three times during first
quarter, David knew it was going to happen. What he was doing
wasn’t usually worth this form of punishment, but due to his
family’s history and his potential repeat his father’s actions in the
future, they had to make an example of him. So, as David crossed
the end line for the fourth time, threw the ball to the ref, and took
off his helmet, he looked up to the press box and saw that only
one of the men had opened his box, and had pointed the barrel at
him. David stared at the man. David wanted the man to know that
he knew what was going to happen, that he accepted his fate, that
he would no longer live in a world of equals.
As David collapsed onto the ground, no one said a word.
Not a single person rushed the field to help him. Everyone at the
game just sat and watched as the green grass around him slowly
stained red. No one even looked up to the press box to see where
the bullet had come from. After half an hour had passed, the refs
finally moved David’s body off of the field and continued the
game. Three people came to David’s funeral, his mother, Mark,
and the priest.
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“It Hasn’t Reached My Heart” by Harrison Daniel ‘17
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Predicaments
By Andrew Kuprionis ‘17
I’m going to write a poem,
Because I’m bored in class.
I’m going to show ‘em
That my mind isn’t brass.
What should the poem be about?
Oh no, class is almost at its end.
No need to shout,
I can always pretend,
That I am clever enough to write a poem.
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Small Town Blues
As loosely inspired by
Limehouse Blues: A dramatic pantomime

By Isaiah Reaves ‘16
My small town, where little children laugh and play
Your small town, where one can hear the blues all day
Your sadness is spiritual, mental
To me, life is gentle
To you, it’s far less sentimental
You’re in free fall
With no one to catch you
Right through the clouded skies
The lows without the highs
You’ve grown to envy my blinded eyes.
Oh, small-town kid, you don’t know what you did
Pounding the pavement of 2nd and Skid
Nobody’s baby and nobody’s child
Just before midnight, you’re tender and mild
Oh, small-town blues, you’ve those little town blues
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Working for pennies, no soles for your shoes
People get up and people fall down
That is the tragedy of our little town.
My small town, where it may never, ever rain
Your small town, where the weak are wracked with pain
Sometimes, the going gets rough for the strong and the tough
But, for you, true love would be enough
If you could sing like a bird on a tree
You’d wait for common things
To heal your broken wings
What might the rotting blossoms bring?
Oh, small-town babe, though you’ve tried to behave
Sin is the virtue you’ve got left to save
Years go by quickly; your time’s running out
All by yourself there to wander about
With your old small-town blues, yes those little town blues
Hungry and tired, and cold and abused
Once you get lost, you’ll never be found
That is the tragedy of our little town.
My small town, where strangers never lose their way
Your small town, where every hypocrite can say
“Rise up with whatever God gave you,
And if he wants to save you,
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He’ll sweep right down and take you out of misery,”
Though you’ve tried to live on
You moan, you weep, you sigh
You’ve never stolen, lied
Don’t cry
Some people were just born to die.
Oh, small-town angel, you’ve come to your end
Tarnished and tattered, it’s time to descend
Someone will miss you, that’s certainly so
But, most of these people are never to know
About the old small-town blues of a poor little babe
Living on moonshine, you couldn’t behave
The sun always rises, but it has to go down
That is the tragedy, a pitiful tragedy
But, still, it’s the tragedy of our little town.
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Signs
By Eric Schutter ‘15
As I drive down the highway,
I see nothing but signs.
They all look the same
Like soldiers in a line.
Some tell of exits,

Others much more.

Some stand as tribute
Instead of for stores.
Many cars roar past me
Many more find their sign.
Soon they all leave me
As I search for mine.
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I grow weary from driving,

And still wince from the sun.
I must look for the sign

That says my journey is done.
When I find my sign,
I know it is right.

It stood out from the rest,
Shining so bright

As I head down the ramp,
I know I can't be wrong.
This feeling of home

Lets me know I belong.
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The Hand
By Eric Schutter ‘15
With the hand in the air,
I know what will come.
I've felt this before,
Yet still it's loathsome.
As the hand comes down,
There's a wince in my face.
This is my gift
Instead of an embrace.
As the hand moves away,
I taste the salt of my tears.
The nightmare is over;
There is nothing more to fear.
I head off to my room,
With a new sort of tan,
Where the chill of my pillow
Cools the burn from the hand.
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I Once Knew a Place Called Home
By Nick Spuzillo ‘15
I know a cabin,
By a lake.
Nestled among,
The tall and snowy Mountains,
Sitting among the wildflowers and reeds,
It welcomes me home.
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I Scream My Silent Prayer
By Nick Spuzillo ‘15
I scream my silent prayer.
The repercussions echo
Echo, echo, echo
Until the last hollow wave
Resounds on itself.
All things pass.
Ice creeps into my tender heart.
To think that what has been thought,
Is mere chance.
What is thought ,
But echo of sound.
What is sound ,
But result of action.
I scream my silent prayer.
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The Man in the Lighthouse
By Nick Spuzillo ‘15
How lonely the man in the lighthouse must be,
Seeing clearly what lies beneath his feet.
I do not know how he stays sane,
Seeing what others refuse to see.
All can make the climb,
But none will take the time.
Like a scientist watching mice in a maze,
He follows his creatures with intelligent gaze.
Knowledge of air, sea and land all ‘round,
But all refuse to listen to his sound.
He throws ‘llumination out to sea,
Hoping the lost will find his truth.
The light casts only a shadow of land,
And to his dismay, many are torn by the rocks.
He screams and rents at his hair,
While the good intentions of his light,
Results in the darkest night.
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Out of Darkness
By Michael White ‘17
Darkness reaches out through the blackened land.
People lay in great suffer through the street.
No one cares or offers to lend a hand.
They sit there accepting their own defeat.
The ruler sits upon his throne of bone.
He watches his people lay there and weep
And he mocks them with a murderous tone.
Their lives are all for him to keep
Then like the waking of the glorious sun
A brave hero emerges from the doom
To free the land of the darkness that’s done
And to send the demon into his tomb.
He wields his sword with a flick of his wrist
But Master Death has him next on his list.
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Oceanside
By Davis Wick ‘14
As gentle waves lay rest upon the shore,
the sun sets o’er the deep brown three arched rocks.
With crimson rays, this view just rocks my socks.
A place untouched by gangs, neglect, and war,
I haven’t seen a place like this before.
With sand so white, where people take their walks.
As people gather, humans have deep talks.
As blue waves crash, a few bald eagles soar.
Although, so small, this town is big in heart,
this town, a place with streets I used to roam.
If people live close, then they are just smart.
Without the old school vibe of ancient Rome,
this seaside town is where my life did start,
when I get here, I know that I am home.
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